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To all aphi??, it ??? ???cer?:

-

Beit known that I, MARIA. E. BEASLEY, of
the city and county of Philadelphia, and State
of Pennsylvania, have invented certain new
5 and useful Improvements in Life-Saving Rafts
for Use in Case of Shipwreck; and I do here
by declare the following to be a sufficiently
full, clear, and exact description thereof to en
able others skilled in the art to make and use

Io the said invention.

The object of this invention is to improve

-

outer floats are hinges G, capable of turning 55
in both directions, either upward or downward,
attaching a grated railing, H, provided with a
strong upper rail, J, with rowlocks K thereon.
At the opposite end of each of the railings H
are hinged gates I, made also of gratings, 6?
which, fastening to the other end of the oppo
site railing or grating H, form a complete rect
angular inclosure. The railings and gates may
be made double, so that one set may be turned
upward while the otheris downward. (Indicated 65
in the dotted portion of Fig. 1.) The construc
tion may be further modified by substituting a
rail or cross-bar for the gates, the function of
the rail being the same as that of the gate
viz., to brace the side rails when in use and to
prevent persons washing overboard. When
folded, the railings H and gates L. lie in paral
lel position. With the floats A. Seats or thwarts
Mare placed across the raft, resting, when in
use, on the meshes of the gratings H, and when 75
Stowed are placed parallel with the floats A
and the gratings H.
A flag-staff, N, is placed in rings O and P in
one of the gates L. The flag-staff N, together
with oars and a boat-hook, is placed parallel

the raft described and claimed in my Letters
Patent of the United States numbered 226,264,
and dated April 6, 1880, so that it may be more
I5 readily used.
The nature of my invention may be briefly
stated to consist in making the ends of the
floats of the raft with a bevel upon both sides,
attaching the railings by hinges so constructed
as to be erected securely upon either surface,
and in forming doors and stoppers for the wa
ter and provision compartments that may be
opened upon either side, in addition to which
I sometimes make the railing double, so that
25 in the event of its being overturned in the wa
ter it can be instantly used without any delay
in righting or adjusting it.
with the thwarts when the raft is stored.
I will now proceed to particularly describe The provision-receptacles being air-tight,
the construction and operation of my inven
can be safely stored therein without
tion, referring in so doing to the drawings an provisions
deteriorating
from drying up or by encroach
nexed and the letters of reference marked ment by vermin, and are accessible from either
thereon.
side.
Figure 1 shows the invention in perspective Having described my invention and the mode
as when in use. Fig.2 shows the invention of making and operating the same, what I
35 as folded for stowing; Fig. 3, a float in sec claim therein as new and of my own original
tion in middle transverse.
.
invention is
A are flat rectangular metallic floats, having and1. first
The
hollow rectangular metallic floats
both sides of the ends beveled. These are united by hinges,
so as to present parallel flat
fastened to each other by hinges B. In some surfaces of the floats to each other when either

or all of these floats A are formed cavities or
or extended, and with beveled ends
chambers C, provided with stoppers D, hold folded
ing provisions, accessible upon both sides of adapted to ride with either surface upward. 95

the floats. Bars E are pivoted upon both sides
of the floats and engage in hooks F, fastened
45 firmly to the sides of the other floats, and when
engaged in the hooks F the bars E hold the
floats in the same flat plane, and when turned
in parallel position with the floats A the bars
El make no impediment in the folding of the
So raft, the positions of the pins of the hinges B
being in such relation to the upper surfaces of
the floats A. that a space adequate to receive
the bars E and hooks F is provided when the

floats A are folded. Upon the sides of the

2. In a reversible life-raft composed of
hinged sections susceptible of folding and ex
tension into a flat plane, the combination of a
guard-railing attached thereto by hinges sus
ceptible of turning with said railing through Ioo
a sufficient arc of a circle to present the railing
above either flat surface of the raft, substan

tially
as and for the purpose described and
shown.
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